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ABSTRACT
Multiple issues with SQL’s handling of nulls have been well documented. Having efficiency as its main goal, SQL disregards the standard notion of correctness on incomplete databases – certain answers – due to its high complexity. As a result, the evaluation of SQL queries on databases with nulls may produce answers that are just plain wrong. However, SQL evaluation can be modified, at least for relational algebra queries, to approximate certain answers, i.e., return only correct answers. We examine recently proposed approximation schemes for certain answers and analyze their complexity, both theoretical bounds and real-life behavior.

1. INTRODUCTION
The way incomplete information is handled in commercial DBMSs, specifically by SQL, has been heavily criticized for producing counter-intuitive and just plain incorrect answers [4, 9]. This is often blamed on SQL’s 3-valued logic (3VL), and there are multiple discussions in the literature on the relative merits of SQL’s 3VL and some alternatives; see, e.g., [11, 33, 6]. They often try to justify a logic within itself, without having an external yardstick definition of correctness. Given the futility of such an approach, we first need to settle on what constitutes the notion of correctness.

For this, we adapt the standard approach found in the database literature: correct answers are those that we are certain about. Intuitively, this means that such answers will be true no matter how we interpret incomplete information that is present in the database. This approach, first proposed in the late 1970s [13, 26], is now dominant in the literature and it is standard in all applications where incomplete information appears (data integration, data exchange, ontology-based data access, data cleaning, etc.).

Why cannot SQL then just compute certain answers? The reason is that SQL’s designers had first and foremost efficiency in mind, but correctness and efficiency do not always get along. Computing certain answers is coNP-hard for most reasonable semantics, if we deal with relational calculus/algebra queries [2]. On the other hand, SQL evaluation is very efficient; it is in AC0 (a small parallel complexity class) for the same class of queries, and so it provably cannot compute certain answers.

If SQL provably cannot produce what is assumed to be the correct answers, then what kinds of errors can it generate? To understand this, consider the simple database in Figure 1. It shows orders for books, information about customers paying for them, and basic information about customers themselves.

Decision support queries against such a database may include finding unpaid orders:

\[
\text{SELECT O.order_id FROM Orders O WHERE O.order_id NOT IN (SELECT order_id FROM Payments)}
\]

or finding customers who have not placed an order:

\[
\text{SELECT C.cust_id FROM Customers C WHERE NOT EXISTS (SELECT * FROM Orders O, Payments P WHERE C.cust_id = P.cust_id AND P.order_id = O.order_id)}
\]

As expected, the first query produces a single answer Ord3, while the second returns the empty table. But now assume that just a single entry in these tables is replaced by NULL: specifically, the value of order_id in the second tuple of Payments changes from Ord2 to NULL. Then the answers to queries change drastically, and in different ways: now the unpaid orders query returns the empty table, and the customers without an order query returns Cust2. That is, due to the presence of nulls, we can both miss answers, and invent new answers!

Let us analyze this in more detail. If we consider certain answers as the correct behavior of query answering over incomplete databases, then SQL evaluation can differ from it in two ways:

- SQL can miss some of the tuples that belong to certain answers, thus producing false negatives; or
- it can return some tuples that do not belong to certain answers, that is, false positives.

In the previous example, Cust2 returned by the second
query is a false positive. The unpaid orders query does not generate any false negatives: certain answers are actually empty since we cannot know which order was unpaid. But a simple query

```sql
SELECT cust_id FROM Payments
WHERE order_id = 'Ord2' OR order_id <> 'Ord2'
```

returns only Cust1 in the database with null as described above, while the certain answer is \{ Cust1, Cust2 \}.

To sum up, SQL cannot compute certain answers due to the complexity gap. Furthermore, it can produce both false positives and false negatives. However, the gap in complexity does not yet justify such a behavior: it leaves open the possibility that a query evaluation scheme produces only one type of undesirable results.

For now we take the view that false positives are the worst of the two: after all, they produce an outright lie as opposed to hiding some of the truth. We admit that an alternative point of view has merits too [6], and in fact we shall address it later. One can accept one type of errors – false negatives – as the price to be paid for lowering complexity.

This idea is not new: it was first explored more than 30 years ago [29, 32]. Those papers assumed the model of databases as logical theories and could not lead to implementations that would handle familiar relational databases with nulls. Some ad hoc translations of SQL queries were studied later but without any formally proved correctness guarantees [19].

The first approach to fixing SQL’s evaluation scheme that provides provable correctness guarantees was presented surprisingly recently, in [25] (with the conference version appearing in 2015). It showed how to translate a relational algebra query \( Q \) into a query \( Q^t \) of true answers such that:

- false positives never occur: \( Q^t \) returns a subset of certain answers to \( Q \);
- data complexity of \( Q^t \) is still AC0; and
- on databases without nulls, \( Q \) and \( Q^t \) coincide.

Given the attractive theoretical properties of the approach, it was natural to ask two questions. First, do we address a real problem, that is, do false positives occur in real queries? And second, do theoretical guarantees of the approach translate into good behavior in practice? What is the price to pay, in terms of query evaluation performance, for correctness guarantees?

These questions were addressed in [15]. It provided experimental evidence that false positives are indeed a real-life problem. It then noticed that the translation of [25] cannot be implemented as-is: queries in translations tend to build very large Cartesian products and are thus impractical, despite very good theoretical complexity bounds.

To remedy this, [15] proposed a new translation \( Q \mapsto (Q^+, Q^?) \) of relational algebra queries. The query \( Q^+ \) shares the desirable properties of \( Q^t \), and \( Q^? \) addresses the alternative point of view that false negatives are evil: it eliminates false negatives but can produce false positives instead. The translations are by mutual recursion, hence one cannot define \( Q^+ \) without \( Q^? \) and vice versa.

Algorithms in [15] introduced extra steps to restore correctness. We do not, therefore, expect them to outperform native SQL evaluation, which was designed to optimize execution time. We can hope, however, that the overhead is sufficiently small. If this is so, one can envision two modes of evaluation: the standard one, where efficiency is the only concern, and an alternative, perhaps slightly more expensive one, that provides correctness guarantees. The difference between the two is the price of correctness.

The goal of this short survey is to report recent developments in finding efficient approximations of SQL queries on databases with nulls that come with correctness guarantees. Experimental evidence shows that false positives are a real issue. We present the approximation schemes of [25] and [15] and provide theoretical guarantees for both. For the latter, we also present an experimental evaluation showing that its real-life behavior in terms of the price of correctness falls into three major categories:

- for the first, and largest, group of queries, the price of correctness is small, as was indeed hoped (the overhead ranges between 1% and 4%);
- for another group, somewhat surprisingly, there is a significant improvement in performance despite the query performing additional checks;
- for the last group, performance becomes an issue, but it has to do with the well documented issues in the way commercial optimizers handle disjunctions in queries [5]; depending on the size of the data-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orders</th>
<th>Payments</th>
<th>Customers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>order_id</td>
<td>title</td>
<td>price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ord1</td>
<td>Big Data</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ord2</td>
<td>SQL</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ord3</td>
<td>Logic</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1: A database of orders, payments, and customers.**
base, the approximating query $Q^+$ runs at between one quarter to half the speed of $Q$.

These results point to a real opportunity to fix many of the issues related to the handling of nulls in RDBMSs, at a reasonable cost in terms of query evaluation.

2. PRELIMINARIES

We consider incomplete databases with nulls interpreted as missing values. Much of the following is standard in the literature on databases with incomplete information; see, e.g., [1, 18, 31]. The usual way of modeling missing values in a database is to use marked (or labeled) nulls, which often appear in applications such as data integration and exchange [3, 22]. In this model, databases are populated by two types of elements: constants and nulls, coming from countably infinite sets denoted by Const and Null, respectively. Nulls are denoted by $\bot$, sometimes with sub- or superscripts. For the purpose of the general model we follow the textbook approach assuming one domain Const for all non-null elements appearing in databases. In real life, such elements can be of many different types, and those appearing in the same column must be of the same type. Adjusting results and translations of queries for this setting is completely straightforward.

A relational schema is a set of relation names with associated arities (numbers of attributes). With each $k$-ary relation symbol $S$ from the vocabulary, an incomplete relational instance $D$ associates a $k$-ary relation $S^D$ over Const $\cup$ Null, that is, a finite subset of $(\text{Const} \cup \text{Null})^k$. When the instance is clear from the context, we write $S$ instead of $S^D$ for the relation itself. We denote the arity of $S$ by $\arity(S)$, and use the same notation for queries. Note that we now assume set semantics of queries; we shall comment on bag semantics, which is used in real-life DBMSs, in Section 5.

The sets of constants and nulls that occur in a database $D$ are denoted by $\text{Const}(D)$ and $\text{Null}(D)$, respectively. The active domain of $D$ is the set $\text{adom}(D)$ of all elements occurring in it, that is, $\text{Const}(D) \cup \text{Null}(D)$. If $D$ has no nulls, we say that it is complete. A valuation $v$ on a database $D$ is a map $v : \text{Null}(D) \rightarrow \text{Const}$. We denote by $v(D)$ the result of replacing each null $\bot$ with $v(\bot)$ in $D$. An incomplete database represents the collection of complete databases $\{v(D) : v \text{ is a valuation}\}$; this is often referred to as the closed-world semantics of incompleteness [28].

Query languages. As our query language, we consider relational algebra with the standard operations of selection $\sigma$, projection $\pi$, Cartesian product $\times$ (or join $\bowtie$), union $\cup$, and difference $\setminus$. This corresponds to the basic fragment of SQL – which we use in the experiments of Section 4 – consisting of the usual $\text{SELECT-FROM-WHERE}$ queries, with (correlated) subqueries preceded by $\text{IN}$ and $\text{EXISTS}$, as well as their negations. We shall comment in more detail about the correspondence between SQL and relation algebra in Section 5.

We assume that selection conditions are positive Boolean combinations of equalities of the form $A = B$ and $A = c$, where $A$ and $B$ are attributes and $c$ is a constant value, and disequalities $A \neq B$ and $A \neq c$. Note that these conditions are closed under negation, which can simply be propagated to atoms: e.g., $\neg((A = B) \lor (B \neq 1))$ is equivalent to $(A \neq B) \land (B = 1)$.

We also use conditions $\text{const}(A)$ and $\text{null}(A)$ in selections, indicating whether the value of an attribute is a constant or a null. These correspond to $\text{\LARGE IS NOT NULL}$ and $\text{\LARGE IS NULL}$ in SQL.

Correctness guarantees. The standard notion of correct query answering on incomplete databases is certain answers, that is, tuples that are present in the answer to a query regardless of the interpretation of nulls. For a query $Q$ and a database $D$, they are typically defined as tuples $\bar{a}$ that are present in $Q(v(D))$ for all valuations $v$; see [1, 18].

This definition has a serious drawback, though, as tuples with nulls cannot be returned, while standard query evaluation may well produce such tuples. For instance, if we have a relation $R = \{(1, \bot), (2, 3)\}$, and a query returning $R$, then the only certain answer according to the above definition is $(2, 3)$, while intuitively we would expect the entire relation.

In light of this, we use a closely-related but more general notion from [27], called certain answers with nulls in [25]. Formally, for a query $Q$ and a database $D$, these are tuples $\bar{a}$ over $\text{adom}(D)$ such that $v(\bar{a}) \in Q(v(D))$ for every valuation $v$ on $D$. The set of all such tuples is denoted by $\text{cert}(Q, D)$. In the above example, the certain answers with nulls are $(1, \bot)$ and $(2, 3)$. The standard certain answers are exactly the null-free tuples in $\text{cert}(Q, D)$ [25].

Definition 1. A query evaluation algorithm has correctness guarantees for query $Q$ if for every database $D$ it returns a subset of $\text{cert}(Q, D)$.

In other words, with correctness guarantees, false positives are not allowed: all returned tuples must be certain answers.

Often our evaluation algorithms will be of the following form: translate a query $Q$ into another query $Q'$, and then run $Q'$ on $D$. If $Q'(D) \subseteq \text{cert}(Q, D)$ for every $D$, then we say that $Q'$ has correctness guarantees for $Q$.

Some results concerning correctness guarantees are known. By naïve evaluation for a fragment of relational algebra we mean the algorithm that treats elements of Null as if they were the usual database entries, i.e., each
evaluation $\bot = c$ for $c \in \text{Const}$ is false and $\bot = \bot'$ is true iff $\bot$ and $\bot'$ are the same element in $\text{Null}$.

Recall that the positive fragment of relational algebra is the fragment without the difference operator and without inequalities in selection conditions. It corresponds to the fragment of SQL in which negation does not appear in any form, i.e., $\text{EXCEPT}$ is not allowed, there are no negations in WHERE conditions and the use of NOT IN and NOT EXISTS for subqueries is prohibited.

**Fact 1 ([12, 18, 25]).** For positive relational algebra queries, naïve evaluation computes exactly certain answers with nulls, and thus it has correctness guarantees. This remains true even if we extend the language with nulls, and thus it has correctness guarantees for subqueries is the fragment without the difference operator and with no negations in WHERE conditions.

Recall that division is a derived relational algebra operation; it computes tuples in a projection of a relation $t$; this remains true even if we extend the language answers with nulls, and thus it has correctness guarantees for bra queries, naïve evaluation computes exactly certain 3-valued logic. Comparisons such as $=$ and $\neq$ are the same element in $\text{Null}$.

Due to the high complexity of certain answers, we need alternative evaluation schemes that have correctness guarantees and tractable complexity.

One such scheme was first devised in [25], but despite its promising complexity bounds it was not effectively applicable in practice. For this reason, [15] proposed a new evaluation scheme with correctness guarantees and the same theoretical complexity of the previous one, but that can also be implemented efficiently.

We will now present and discuss these two schemes in more detail for queries expressed in relational algebra.

### 3.1 A Simple Translation

The key idea of the approximation scheme of [25] is to translate a query $Q$ into a pair $(Q'$, $Q^\prime)$ of queries that have correctness guarantees for $Q$ and its complement $\overline{Q}$, respectively. That is, tuples in $Q'(D)$ are certainly true, and tuples in $Q^\prime(D)$ are certainly false:

$$Q'(D) \subseteq \text{cert}(Q, D) \quad (1)$$
$$Q^\prime(D) \subseteq \text{cert}(\overline{Q}, D) \quad (2)$$

To describe the translation, we need the following.

**Definition 2.** Two tuples $\bar{s}$ and $\bar{t}$ of the same length over $\text{Const} \cup \text{Null}$ are *unifiable*, written as $\bar{s} \upharpoonright \bar{t}$, if there exists a valuation $v$ of nulls such that $v(\bar{s}) = v(\bar{t})$.

For example, $(\bot, 2, \bot') \upharpoonright (2, \bot, 3)$ with the valuation $v(\bot) = 2$ and $v(\bot') = 3$, but $(\bot, 3, \bot')$ and $(2, \bot, 3)$ do not unify. Checking whether tuples unify is very efficient: it can be done in linear time, and in fact can be expressed by a condition in WHERE.

The translations of [25] are shown in Figure 2, where $\text{adom}$ refers to the query computing the active domain. For a single relation $R$ with attributes $A_1, \ldots, A_n$, this is $\text{adom}(R) = \pi_{A_1}(R) \cup \ldots \cup \pi_{A_n}(R)$, and for a database $D$ with relations $R_1, \ldots, R_m$, it is $\text{adom}(D) = \text{adom}(R_1) \cup \ldots \cup \text{adom}(R_m)$. Recall that $\text{ar}(Q)$ is the arity of $Q$, so $\text{adom}^{\text{ar}(Q)}$ refers to the Cartesian product $\times \ldots \times$ taken $\text{ar}(Q)$ times.

The translation also uses conditions $\theta^*$ which are obtained by translating selection conditions $\theta$ as defined inductively by the following rules:

$$A = B)^* = (A = B)$$
$$A = c)^* = (A = c) \quad \text{if } c \text{ is a constant}$$
$$A \neq B)^* = (A \neq B) \land \text{const}(A) \land \text{const}(B)$$
$$A \neq c)^* = (A \neq c) \land \text{const}(A)$$
$$(\theta_1 \lor \theta_2)^* = \theta_1^* \lor \theta_2^*$$
$$(\theta_1 \land \theta_2)^* = \theta_1^* \land \theta_2^*$$

**Theorem 1 ([25]).** The translations of Figure 2 have correctness guarantees: (1) and (2) hold. Moreover, both queries $Q'$ and $Q^\prime$ have $\text{NC}$ data complexity, and $Q'(D) = Q(D)$ for complete databases.
While (1) and (2) ensure correctness guarantees for all relational algebra queries, and queries $Q^\ell$ and $Q^f$ have good theoretical complexity, they suffer from a number of problems that severely hinder their practical implementation. Crucially, they require the computation of active domains and, even worse, their Cartesian products. While expressible in relational algebra, the translations for selections, products, projections, and even base relations become prohibitively expensive. Several optimizations have been suggested in [25] (at the price of missing some certain answers), but the cases of projection and base relations do not appear to have any reasonable alternatives. Yet another problem is the complicated structure of the queries $Q^\ell$. When translations are applied recursively, this leads to very complex queries $Q^f$ if $Q$ used difference.

In fact we tried a simple experiment with the translations in Figure 2, and found that they are already infeasible for very small databases: some of the queries start running out of memory on instances with fewer than 10^3 tuples.

All this tells us that good theoretical complexity is not yet a guarantee of real-life efficiency, and we need an implementable alternative, which we present next.

### 3.2 An implementation-friendly translation

To overcome the practical difficulties posed by the translation in Figure 2, [15] proposed an alternative translation that is implementation-friendly and comes with sufficient correctness guarantees. This translation does not produce a second query $Q^f$ that underapproximates certain answers to the negation of the query, which was the main source of complexity. To see what we can replace it with, note that, in the $Q^f$ translation, $Q^f$ was only used in the rule for difference: a tuple $\bar{a}$ is a certain answer to $Q_1 - Q_2$ if

1. $\bar{a}$ is a certain answer to $Q_1$, and
2. $\bar{a}$ does not match any tuple that could possibly be an answer to $Q_2$.

The advantage of this is that the query that approximates possible answers can be built in a much simpler way than $Q^f$. For instance, for a base relation $R$, it will be just $R$ itself, as opposed to the complex expression involving $\text{adom}$ we used before. Then the rule for $Q_1 - Q_2$ involves a left anti-semijoin (to be defined soon) of the approximation of certain answers to $Q_1$ and possible answers to $Q_2$.

We need to formally say what “(not) matching possible answers” means. To this end, we define approximations of possible answers and two matching-based semi-join operators. There already exists a notion of maybe-answers [2, 31] – answers that appear in $Q(v(D))$ for at least one valuation $v$ – but those can be infinite, and include arbitrary elements outside of $\text{adom}(D)$. What we need instead is a compact representation.

**Definition 3.** Given a $k$-ary query $Q$ and an incomplete database $D$, we say that a set $A \subseteq \text{adom}(D)^k$ represents potential answers to $Q$ on $D$ if $Q(v(D)) \subseteq v(A)$ for every valuation $v$. A query $Q^f$ represents potential answers to $Q$ if $Q^f(D)$ represents potential answers to $Q$ on $D$, for every $D$.

Obviously, there are trivial ways of representing potential answers: take, e.g., $\text{adom}(D)^k$. But we shall be looking for good approximations, just as we are looking for good approximations of $\text{cert}(Q, D)$, for which bad ones can also be found easily (e.g., the empty set). In general, testing if a set $A$ represents potential answers to a query is computationally hard:

**Proposition 1 ([15]).** There is a fixed relational algebra query $Q$ such that the following problem is coNP-complete: given a database $D$ and a set $A$ of tuples over $\text{adom}(D)$, does $A$ represent potential answers to $Q$ on $D$?
\[
\begin{align*}
R^+ &= R \quad \text{(3.1)} \\
(Q_1 \cup Q_2)^+ &= Q_1^+ \cup Q_2^+ \quad \text{(3.2)} \\
(Q_1 - Q_2)^+ &= Q_1^+ \kappa_{\theta} Q_2^+ \quad \text{(3.3)} \\
(\sigma_{\alpha}(Q))^+ &= \sigma_{\alpha^*}(Q^+) \quad \text{(3.4)} \\
(Q_1 \times Q_2)^+ &= Q_1^+ \times Q_2^+ \quad \text{(3.5)} \\
(\pi_{\alpha}(Q))^+ &= \pi_{\alpha}(Q^+) \quad \text{(3.6)}
\end{align*}
\]

\[R^2 = R \quad \text{(4.1)} \]
\[\downarrow \quad \text{(Q)} \downarrow \quad \text{(Q') \downarrow}\]
\[\downarrow \quad \text{(Q)} \downarrow \quad \text{(Q') \downarrow}\]
\[(A = B)^* = (A = B) \vee \text{null}(A) \vee \text{null}(B) \]
\[(A = c)^* = (A = c) \vee \text{null}(A) \]
\[(\theta_1 \vee \theta_2)^* = \theta_1^* \vee \theta_2^* \]
\[(\theta_1 \wedge \theta_2)^* = \theta_1^* \wedge \theta_2^* \]

The full translation is given in Figure 3.

**THEOREM 2** ([15]). For the translation \(Q \mapsto (Q^+, Q^')\) in Figure 3, the query \(Q^+\) has correctness guarantees for \(Q\), and \(Q^\prime\) represents potential answers to \(Q\).

In particular, \(Q^+(D) \subseteq \text{cert}(Q,D)\) and
\[
v(Q^+(D)) \subseteq Q(v(D)) \subseteq v(Q^\prime(D))
\]
for every database \(D\) and every valuation \(v\).

The theoretical complexity bounds for queries \(Q^+\) and \(Q^\prime\) are the same: both have the low AC0 data complexity. However, the real world performance of \(Q^+\) will be significantly better, as it completely avoids large Cartesian products.

We conclude this section with a few remarks. First, the translation of Figure 3 is really a family of translations: our result is more general.

**COROLLARY 1.** If in the translation in Figure 3 one replaces the right sides of rules by queries

\bullet contained in those listed in (3.1)–(3.6), and

\bullet containing those listed in (4.1)–(4.6),

then the resulting translation continues to satisfy the claim of Theorem 2.

This opens up the possibility of optimizing translations (at the expense of potentially returning fewer tuples). For instance, if we modify the translations of selection conditions so that \(\theta^*\) is a stronger condition than the original and \(\theta^\prime\) is a weaker one, we retain overall correctness guarantees. In particular, the unification condition \(\theta_\theta\) is expressed by a case analysis that may become onerous for tuples with many attributes; the above observation can be used to simplify the case analysis while retaining correctness.

Next, we turn to the comparison of \(Q^+\) with the result of SQL evaluation, i.e., \(\text{Eval}_{\text{SQL}}(Q,D)\). Given that the
latter can produce both types of errors – false positives and false negatives – it is not surprising that the two are in general incomparable. To see this, consider first a database \( D_1 \) where \( R = \{(1, 2), (2, \bot)\} \), \( S = \{(1, 2), (\bot, 2)\} \) and \( T = \{(1, 2)\} \), and the query \( Q_1 = R - (S \cap T) \). The tuple \((2, \bot)\) belongs to \( \text{Eval}_{SQL}(Q_1, D) \) and it is a certain answer, while \( Q_1^+ = \emptyset \). On the other hand, for \( D_2 \) with \( R = \{(\bot, \bot)\} \) over attributes \( A, B \), and \( Q_2 = \sigma_{A=B}(R) \), the tuple \((\bot, \bot)\) belongs to \( Q_2^+ = \emptyset \), but \( \text{Eval}_{SQL}(Q_2, D_2) = \emptyset \).

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We now report on the experiments carried out in [15] that answer two questions posed in the introduction: Do false positives occur in real-life queries? Does the approximation scheme \((Q^+, Q^-)\) perform well in practice?

We have seen that what breaks correctness guarantees is queries with negation; the example in the introduction was based on a \textsc{not exists} subquery. To choose concrete SQL queries for our experiments, we consider the well established TPC-H benchmark that models a business application scenario and typical decision support queries [30]. Its schema contains information about customers who place orders consisting of several items, and suppliers who supply parts for those orders.

Only few TPC-H queries use \textsc{not exists}, so we supplement them with very typical database textbook [10] queries (slightly modified to fit the TPC-H schema) that are designed to teach subqueries.

Another issue is that the standard TPC-H data generator, DBGen, only produces instances without nulls, so we need to insert nulls to make them fit for our purpose. To this end, we separate attributes into nullable and non-nullable ones; the latter are those where nulls cannot occur (due to primary key constraints, or \textsc{not null} declarations). For nullable attributes, we choose a probability, referred to as the null rate of the resulting instance, and simply flip a coin to decide whether the corresponding value is to be replaced by a null. The resulting instances contain a percentage of nulls in nullable attributes that is roughly equal to the null rate with which nulls are generated. We consider null rates in the range 0.5%–10%.

The smallest instance DBGen generates is about 1GB in size, containing just under 9·10^9 tuples. We measured the relative performance of our translated queries w.r.t. the original ones on instances of size comprised between 1GB and 10GB.

Estimating the amount of false positives in query answers in queries is trickier, since finding certain answers is computationally hard. We overcome this difficulty by using ad hoc algorithms for the specific queries we experiment with, and by using smaller instances generated by a configurable SQL generator, DataFiller [7]. These instances are compliant with the TPC-H specification in everything but size, which we scale down by a factor of 10^3. For additional details of the experimental setup, we refer to [15].

4.1 How many false positives?

A false positive answer is a tuple that is returned by the SQL evaluation and yet is not certain; that is, the set of false positives produced by a query \( Q \) on a database \( D \) is \( Q(D) - \text{cert}(Q, D) \). They only occur on databases with nulls; on complete databases, \( Q(D) = \text{cert}(Q, D) \).

A simple example was given in the introduction; our goal now is to see whether real-life queries indeed produce false positives. For this, we shall run our test queries on generated instances with nulls and compare their output with certain answers. As explained above, for each test query we designed a specialized algorithm to detect (some of the) false positives. This will tell us that at least some percentage of SQL answers are false positives.

Recall that null values in instances are randomly generated: each nullable attribute can be null with the same fixed probability, referred to as the null rate. To get good estimates, we generated 100 instances for each null rate in the range 0.5%–10%, and we ran each query 5 times, with randomly generated values for its parameters. At each execution, a lower bound on the percentage of false positives is calculated by means of the algorithms mentioned above.

The outcome of the experiment showed that the problem of incorrect query answers in SQL is not just theoretical but it may well occur in practical settings: every single query we tested produced false positives on incomplete databases with as low as 0.5% of null values. In extreme cases, false positives constitute almost the totality of answers, even when few nulls are present. Other queries appear to be more robust (as we only find a lower bound on the number of false positives), but the overall conclusion is clear: false positives do occur in answers to very common queries with negation, and account for a significant portion of the answers.

4.2 The price of correctness

Our goal was to test whether the translation \( Q \mapsto Q^+ \) works in practice. For this, we executed our test queries and their translations with correctness guarantees on randomly generated incomplete TPC-H instances to compare their performance.

The translation \( Q \mapsto Q^+ \) was given at the level of relational algebra. While there are multiple relational algebra simulators freely available, we carried out our experiments using a real DBMS on instances of realistic size (which rules out relational algebra simulators). Thus, we took test SQL queries, applied the translation \( Q \mapsto Q^+ \) to their relational algebra equivalents, and
then ran the results of the translation as SQL queries.

Note that we measured the relative performance of the correct translations \( Q^+ \)'s, i.e., the ratio between the running times of \( Q^+ \) and of the original queries \( Q \). We used the DBGGen tool to generate instances and populated them with nulls, depending on the prescribed null rate. For each null rate in the range 1\%–5\%, in steps of 1\%, we generate multiple incomplete instances, and ran queries multiple times for randomly generated values of their parameters. The reported results were averages of those runs.

Regarding the size of instances, it seems, intuitively, that the ratio of execution times of \( Q^+ \) and \( Q \) should not significantly depend on the size of the generated instances. With this hypothesis in mind, we first did a detailed study for the smallest allowed size of TPC-H instances (roughly 1GB). After that, we tested our hypothesis using instances up to 10GB. For the majority of queries relative performances indeed remained about the same for all instance sizes as we expected, although we did find an exception (we shall discuss this later).

One of the key changes that our translation introduces is to convert conditions of the form \( A=B \) to

\[
A\neq B \text{ OR } A \text{ IS NULL OR B IS NULL}
\]

inside correlated \texttt{NOT EXISTS} subqueries. The reason for this should be clear when one looks at the translation \( \theta \mapsto \theta^{**} \) of conditions in queries \( Q^+ \). This is the translation that is applied to negated subqueries, due to the rule \( (Q_1 - Q_2)^+ = Q_1^{+} \overline{\text{eval}} Q_2^{+} \), thus resulting in such disjunctions.

In general, and this has nothing to do with our translation, when several such disjunctions occur in a subquery, they may not be handled well by the optimizer [5]. One could in fact observe that for a query of the form

\[
\text{SELECT * FROM } S \text{ WHERE NOT EXISTS ( SELECT * FROM } S_i, \ldots, T \text{ WHERE ( A=B OR A IS NULL OR B IS NULL ) AND ... AND ( X=Y OR X IS NULL OR Y IS NULL ) )}
\]

the estimated cost of the query plan can be thousands of times higher than for the same query from which the \texttt{IS NULL} conditions are removed.

One way to overcome this is quite simple and takes advantage of the fact that such disjunctions will occur inside \texttt{NOT EXISTS} subqueries. We can then propagate disjunctions in the subquery, which results in a \texttt{NOT EXISTS} condition of the form \( \neg \exists \overline{x} \lor \phi_i(\overline{x}) \), where each \( \phi_i \) now is a conjunction of atoms. This in turn can be split into conjunctions of \( \neg \exists \overline{x} \phi_i(\overline{x}) \), ending up with a query of the form

\[
\text{SELECT * FROM } S \text{ WHERE NOT EXISTS ( SELECT } S_i, i \in I \text{ WHERE } \wedge_j \psi_j^i \) AND \ldots \text{ AND NOT EXISTS ( SELECT } S_i, i \in I \text{ WHERE } \wedge_j \psi_j^i \)}

where formulae \( \psi_j^i \) are comparisons of attributes and statements that an attribute is or is not null, and relations \( S_i \) for \( i \in I \) are those that contain attributes mentioned in the \( \psi_j^i \)’s.

Based on the experiments we conduct, we observe three types of behavior, discussed below.

**Small overhead.** In half of the queries, the price of correctness is negligible for most applications, under 4%. The \texttt{IS NULL} disjunctions introduced by our translation are well handled by the optimizer, resulting in small overheads. In some cases, these overheads get lower as the null rate gets higher. This is most likely due to the fact that with a higher null rate it is easier to satisfy the \texttt{IS NULL} conditions in the \texttt{WHERE} clause of the \texttt{NOT EXISTS} subquery. As a result, a counterexample to the \texttt{NOT EXISTS} subquery can be found earlier, resulting in an overall faster evaluation.

**Significant speedup.** The translation with correctness guarantees is much faster than the original query; in fact we observed that it could be more than 3 orders of magnitude faster on average. This behavior arises when the translation with correctness guarantees results in correlated subqueries, which allows one to quickly detect that the correct answer is empty and terminate execution early, while the original query, on the other hand, spends most of its time looking for incorrect answers. In fact, this behavior was observed for queries with a rate of false positive answers close to 100\%. As instances grow larger, the speedup of the translated query increases, since the original query is forced to spend more time looking for incorrect answers.

**Moderate slowdown.** The translated queries with correctness guarantees run at roughly half the speed of the original ones on 1GB databases. The slowdown is worse for bigger instances, increasing to about a quarter of the speed on 10GB databases, but it may still be tolerable if correctness of results is very important.

This behavior may arise when there are complex multi-way joins with large tables in \texttt{NOT EXISTS} subqueries. Without splitting the \texttt{IS NULL} disjunctions introduced by our translation, PostgreSQL produces query plans with astronomical costs, as it resorts to nested-loop joins even for large tables. This is due to the fact that it underestimates the size of joins, which is a known issue for major DBMSs [21]. In order to make the optimizer produce better estimates and a reasonable query plan, the direct translation of these queries may also require some additional hand-tuning involving common table expressions.

We conclude our experimental evaluation by addressing the standard measures for assessing the quality of approximation algorithms, namely precision and recall.
The first refers to the percentage of correct answers given. With the correctness guarantees proven in Section 3, we can state that the precision of our algorithms is 100%. Recall refers to the fraction of relevant answers returned. In our case, we can look at the certain answers returned by the standard SQL evaluation of a query $Q$, and see how many of them are returned by $Q^+$. The ratio of those is what we mean by recall in this scenario.

In some artificial examples, $Q^+$ may miss several, or even all, certain answers returned by $Q$. Thus, we cannot state a theoretical bound on the recall, but we can see what it is in the scenarios represented by our test queries. For this, we could use algorithms for identifying false positives, as explained in Section 4.1, on smaller TPC-H instances generated by DataFiller. In all those cases, the behavior we observed was that the translated queries returned precisely the answers to the original queries except false positive tuples. That is, for those instances, the recall rate was 100%, and no certain answers were missed.

5. THEORETICAL MODELS VS. REAL LIFE

We saw that good theoretical complexity bounds do not guarantee efficiency in real systems: the evaluation schemes with correctness guarantees presented in Section 3 are both very efficient in theory, yet only one of them performs well in practice. The mismatch between theoretical results and their practicality is not limited to efficiency. Before our approach [15] could be successfully applied in real life scenarios, several other important factors must be taken into account. We discuss them below.

5.1 Bag semantics and certain answers

As prescribed by the SQL Standard, relational database management systems use bag semantics in query evaluation. With bags, a tuple $\bar{a}$ can have a multiplicity (number of occurrences) $\#(\bar{a}, R)$ in a table $R$, which is a number in $\mathbb{N}$. Thus, instead of saying that a tuple is certainly in the answer, we have more detailed information: namely, the range of the numbers of occurrences of the tuple in query answers. This is captured by the following definitions, that extend the notion of certain answers with nulls:

$$\min_{Q}(D, \bar{a}) = \min_{v} \#(v(\bar{a}), Q(v(D))) \quad (6a)$$

$$\max_{Q}(D, \bar{a}) = \max_{v} \#(v(\bar{a}), Q(v(D))) \quad (6b)$$

where $v$ ranges over valuations. Note that, if $\bar{a}$ has no nulls, $\min_{Q}(D, \bar{a})$ and $\max_{Q}(D, \bar{a})$ are simply the minimum and the maximum numbers of occurrences of $\bar{a}$ in the answer to $Q$ over all databases $v(D)$ represented by $D$. Then we know with certainty that every query answer must contain at least $\min_{Q}(D, \bar{a})$ occurrences of $\bar{a}$, and no answer will contain more than $\max_{Q}(D, \bar{a})$ of them. When a query is evaluated under set semantics, $\min_{Q}(D, \bar{a}) = 1$ means that $\bar{a} \in \text{cert}(Q, D)$.

Relational algebra operations under bag semantics are interpreted in a way that is consistent with SQL evaluation: union, for example, adds up occurrences and, for difference, $\#(\bar{a}, R - S) = \max\left(\#(\bar{a}, R) - \#(\bar{a}, S), 0\right)$. We refer to [14] for a survey on the subject and the full definition of all operations of relational algebra ($\sigma, \pi, \cup, -$) under bag semantics.

The complexity of the bounds (6a) and (6b) mimics analogous results for set semantics: for every relational algebra query $Q$ interpreted under bag semantics, and for every $m \in \mathbb{N}$, checking whether $\min_{Q}(D, \bar{a}) > m$ or whether $\max_{Q}(D, \bar{a}) < m$ can be done in $\text{coNP}$ with respect to data complexity, and the problems could be $\text{coNP}$-hard already without duplicates.

The difference with the set case comes when we look at positive relational algebra which, as before, excludes difference.$^1$

THEOREM 3 ([8]). For each positive relational algebra query $Q$, under bag semantics, $\min_{Q}(D, \bar{a})$ can be computed in polynomial time (in fact, $\text{DLOGSPACE}$) with respect to data complexity.

However, there is a positive relational algebra query $Q$ such that checking, for given $D$, $\bar{a}$, and $m$, whether $\max_{Q}(D, \bar{a}) < m$ is $\text{coNP}$-complete.

In fact, $\text{coNP}$-hardness is witnessed by an extremely simple query that returns a relation in a database, that is, $\text{SELECT - FROM R}$.

Next, we look at possible extensions of the approximation schemes of Section 3 to bag semantics. A simple analysis of the definition of queries $Q^i$, $Q^f$ shows that for every tuple $\bar{a}$,

$$\#(\bar{a}, Q^i(D)) \leq \min_{Q} \#(D, \bar{a})$$

$$\#(\bar{a}, Q^f(D)) \leq (1 + \max_{Q} \#(D, \bar{a})) \mod 2$$

This suggests a natural extension of the translation scheme $(Q^i, Q^f)$ to bags: we simply omit modulo 2 from addition, since it was only needed to force multiplicities to be either 0 or 1. But this is suddenly very problematic, as $\max_{Q}(D, \bar{a})$ is hard computationally, for all queries, since we cannot even compute it efficiently for base relations! Thus, implementing this approximation scheme in a real-life RDBMS (which is bag-based) is infeasible not only practically but also theoretically when we use bag semantics.

$^1$Please note that Theorems 3 and 4, as stated in [8], referred to languages that also erroneously included duplicate elimination. However, the claims hold only when this operation is not part of the language.
On the other hand, (5) suggests a natural extension of the correctness criterion for the translation scheme \((Q^+, \bar{Q})\), namely:

\[
\#(\bar{a}, Q^+(D)) \leq \min_Q(\bar{a}, D) \leq \#(\bar{a}, \bar{Q}(D)) \tag{7}
\]

for every database \(D\) and every tuple \(\bar{a}\) of elements of \(D\). Indeed, for bags \(B_1\) and \(B_2\), we have that \(B_1 \subseteq B_2\) iff \(#(b, B_1) \leq #(b, B_2)\) for every element \(b\).

**Theorem** 4 ([8]). The translation \(Q \mapsto (Q^+, \bar{Q})\) in Figure 3 satisfies (7) when queries are interpreted under bag semantics.

In summary, the translation of Figure 2 loses its good theoretical complexity bounds and becomes intractable under bag semantics, while the approximation scheme of Figure 3 remains provably feasible also under bag semantics, thus strengthening the claim of its efficiency, practicality, and robustness.

### 5.2 Relational algebra vs SQL

The translations [15] in Section 3 work at the level of relational algebra, while the experimental evaluation in Section 4 was carried out with concrete SQL queries on a real DBMS. This was achieved by first translating an SQL query \(Q\) to relational algebra, applying the translation with correctness guarantees, and then translating the resulting RA query \(Q^+\) back to SQL.

Unfortunately, database textbooks provide only a few examples of translations between SQL and RA, and detailed translations that appeared in the literature made simplifying assumptions that deviate significantly from the behavior of SQL specified by the Standard, such as the use of set semantics and the omission of nulls along with the associated three-valued logic.

Recently, [16] proposed a formal semantics of SQL that captures the core of the real language and that was experimentally validated on a very large number of randomly generated queries and databases. The semantics was applied to provide precise translations between the core fragment of SQL and relational algebra, yielding the first formal proof that they have the same expressive power. Using this formal semantics, [16] also showed that the three-valued logic of SQL is not really necessary for query evaluation, despite what is commonly believed, and that the usual Boolean logic with only true and false suffices.

The test queries we used in Section 4 go slightly beyond relational algebra as used in the translations of Figure 3. Given their decision support nature, many TPC-H queries involve aggregation, but this is not important for our purposes: if a tuple without an aggregate value is a false positive, it remains so even when an extra attribute value is added. Thus, since we only need to measure the ratio of false positives, and the relative change of speed in query evaluation, we can safely drop aggregates from the output of those queries. As for aggregate subqueries, we just treated them as a black box, that is, we viewed the result of such a subquery as a constant value \(c\).

### 5.3 Marked nulls vs SQL nulls

The approximation schemes of [25] and [15] rely on the standard theoretical model of incompleteness where missing values in a database are represented by marked nulls. In SQL, however, we only have a single syntactic object for this purpose: \texttt{NULL}. Marked nulls are more expressive than SQL nulls, in that two unknown values can be asserted to be the same simply by denoting them with the same null. Indeed, \(\perp = \perp\) is true independently of which concrete value is assigned to \(\perp\). On the other hand, the comparison \texttt{NULL = NULL} in SQL evaluates to \textit{unknown}, because we do not know whether the two occurrences of \texttt{NULL} refer to the same value.

Due to the coarseness of SQL nulls, the translations \(Q^+\) and \(Q^\) must be slightly adjusted to work correctly when evaluated as SQL queries. As expected, the adjustment occurs in selection conditions. For the \(\theta^+\) translation in \(Q^+\), we need to make sure that attributes compared for equality are not nulls (the existing translation already does that for disequality). For the \(\theta^\) translation in \(Q^\), the situation is symmetric: we need to include the possibility of attributes being nulls for disequality comparisons (the existing translation already does that for equality). That is, we change the translations as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
(A = B)^+ &= (A = B) \land \text{const}(A) \land \text{const}(B) \\
(A \neq B)^+ &= (A \neq B) \lor \text{null}(A) \lor \text{null}(B)
\end{align*}
\]

and likewise for \((A = c)^+\) and \((A \neq c)^+\). Observe that, as stronger conditions are used for equality rules in \(\theta^+\) and weaker ones for disequality rules in \(\theta^\), by Corollary 1 the adjusted translations ensure that \(Q^+\) continues to underapproximate certain answers and \(Q^\) continues to represent potential answers on databases with marked nulls, but now we also take into account SQL’s behavior in comparisons with nulls.

There is one more issue we need to address. Usually, at least in the theoretical literature, SQL nulls are identified with 
\textit{Codd nulls}, that is, marked nulls that do not repeat. The idea is to interpret each occurrence of \texttt{NULL} as a fresh marked null that does not appear anywhere else in the database. However, [17] recently showed that this way of modeling SQL nulls does not always work. If SQL nulls are to be interpreted as Codd nulls, this interpretation should apply to input databases as well as query answers, which are incomplete databases themselves. To explain this point, let \text{codd}(D) be the result of replacing SQL nulls in \(D\) with distinct marked nulls; as this choice is arbitrary, technically \text{codd}(D) is a set of databases, but these are all isomorphic. To ensure that
Codd nulls faithfully represent SQL nulls for a query $Q$, we need to enforce the condition in the diagram below:

$$
\begin{align*}
D & \xrightarrow{Q} Q(D) \\
\text{codd} & \xrightarrow{Q} \text{codd} \\
D' & \xrightarrow{Q} Q(D') 
\end{align*}
$$

Intuitively, it says the following: take an SQL database $D$, and compute the answer to $Q$ on it, i.e., $Q(D)$. Now take some $D'$ in codd($D$), and compute $Q(D')$. Then $Q(D')$ must be in codd($Q(D)$), that is, there must be a way of assigning Codd nulls to SQL nulls in $Q(D)$ that will result in $Q(D')$.

Unfortunately, [17] showed that this condition does not hold already for simple queries computing the Cartesian product of two relations. Furthermore, the class of relational algebra queries that transform SQL databases into Codd databases is not recursively enumerable, and therefore it is impossible to capture it by a syntactic fragment of the language. Exploiting NOT NULL constraints declared on the schema, [17] then proposes mild syntactic restrictions on queries that can be checked efficiently and are sufficient to guarantee the condition in the above diagram (i.e., that SQL nulls behave like Codd nulls).

We remark that the queries – and their translations – used for the experimental evaluation in Section 4 satisfy these restrictions and therefore they work correctly with the SQL implementation of nulls. However, the results of [17] tell us that in full generality we cannot guarantee correctness for all queries unless a proper implementation of marked nulls is available.

6. OUTLOOK & OPEN PROBLEMS

The main conclusion is that it is practically feasible to modify SQL query evaluation over databases with nulls to guarantee correctness of its results. This applies to the setting where nulls mean that a value is missing, and the fragment of SQL corresponds to first-order, or relational algebra, queries. We saw that the modified queries with correctness guarantees run at roughly a quarter of the speed in the worst case, to almost $10^4$ times faster in the best case. For several queries, the overhead was small and completely tolerable, under 4%. With these translations, we also did not miss any of the correct answers that the standard SQL evaluation returned.

Given our conclusions that wrong answers to SQL queries in the presence of nulls are not just a theoretical myth – there are real world scenarios where this happens – and correctness can be restored with syntactic changes to queries at a price that is often tolerable, it is natural to look into the next steps that will lift our solution from the first-order fragment of SQL to cover more queries and more possible interpretations of incompleteness. We shall now discuss those.

**Aggregate functions.** An important feature of real-life queries is aggregation which, in fact, is present in most of the TPC-H queries. However, here our understanding of correctness of answers is quite poor; SQL’s rules for aggregation and nulls are rather ad-hoc and have been persistently criticized [4, 9]. Therefore, much theoretical work is needed in this direction before practical algorithms emerge.

**Incorporating constraints.** In the definition of certain answers we disregarded constraints, even though every real-life database will satisfy some, typically keys and foreign keys. While a constraint $\psi$ can be incorporated into a query $\phi$ by finding certain answers to $\psi \rightarrow \phi$, for common classes of constraints we would like to see how to make direct adjustments to rewritings. One example of this is that we actually used in query rewriting is that the presence of a key constraint let us replace $R \bowtie S$ by $R - S$. Ideally such query transformations need to be automated for common classes of constraints.

**Other types of incomplete information.** We dealt with nulls representing missing values, but there are other interpretations. For instance, non-applicable nulls [23, 34] arise commonly as the result of outer joins. We need to extend the notion of correct query answering and translations of queries to them. One possibility is to adapt the approach of [24] that shows how to define certainty based on the semantics of inputs and outputs of queries. At the level of missing information, we would like to see whether our translations could help with deriving partial answers to SQL queries, when parts of a database are missing, as in [20].

**Direct SQL rewriting.** We have rewritten SQL queries by a detour via relational algebra. With the assistance of the formal semantics of [16], we should look into direct rewritings from SQL to SQL, without an intermediate language. This would also allow us to run queries with correctness guarantees directly on a DBMS.

**Marked nulls in SQL.** The results of [17] show us that with standard SQL nulls we can only guarantee correctness for a restricted class of queries, which cannot even be captured syntactically. To overcome this limitation, we are currently working towards extending SQL with a proper implementation of marked nulls.
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